[New organ allocation criteria in liver transplantation.]
The organ allocation modality in the liver transplant represents a fundamental step for the correct success of the transplantation procedure. The practical effects deriving from the adoption of the organ allocation models do not imply only clinical repercussions but also concern important ethical aspects. Alongside the general principles of fairness, justice and transparency, the organ allocation models should be aimed at providing for each patient who waits for an organ, the possibility of accessing it, preserving and maximizing the outcome of the transplant in terms of survival and quality of life. Balancing successfully the clinical and ethical aspects in an allocation model is particularly difficult and probably not completely feasible. In this brief review, the general principles governing the different models of organ allocation in liver transplantation are addressed. A particular description of the decision-making process that led to the sharing in Italy of a new allocation model based on the concept of the transplant benefit is illustrated. In this model we have tried to combine the two fundamental principles that for many years have guided the choice of allocation models, respectively based on the criteria of urgency and utility.